
Welcome to the module enOtled, Select Core Vocabulary Words, the
fourth module in the POWER:AAC training.

POWER:AAC is a project	  sponsored by the Pennsylvania Training	  and
Technology Assistance Network	  (PaTTAN). This training is one of a series
of modules designed to build the capacity of local educaOonal agencies
to serve students with complex communicaOon needs who require the
use of augmentaOve and alternaOve communicaOon systems.

This self-‐directed module covers the important	  topic of the words in a
person’s AAC system, with a focus on the selecOon of core vocabulary
words. In this module, you’ll learn about	  the importance of core
vocabulary and be able to select	  core vocabulary words for your
student’s AAC systems. To apply this informaOon, you will develop a
plan for providing a sufficient	  amount	  of core vocabulary in all of your
student’s AAC systems.
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Training in the POWER:AAC Project	  is primarily self-‐directed. Each
module is presented in a variety of formats, including a video format,
PowerPoint	  presentaOon format	  and a print	  version of the PowerPoint	  
with transcript	  notes. Some of the modules include supplemental
presentaOon materials. Each module includes a pre and post	  test	  
assessment.
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Please complete the pre-‐test	  before starOng this module.
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In this module, you will learn the answers to these three quesOons:
(1) What	  is core vocabulary?
(2) How many core vocabulary words does a student	  need?
(3) Is a focus on core vocabulary words appropriate for my students?
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Let’s start	  with a simple example to find out	  if you already know what	  is
or is not	  core vocabulary.
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Here’s a very familiar quote from President	  John F. Kennedy. In this
quote, what	  word or words are NOT core vocabulary. Within a couple of
seconds, I’m sure you picked out	  the 1 word in that	  quotaOon that	  is not	  
core vocabulary. It is the word “country.” All the other words are core
vocabulary words. A simple definiOon of a core vocabulary word is that	  it	  
is a common word that	  is frequently used and can be used in many ways
in combinaOon with other words. Core vocabulary words are versaOle.
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President	  Kennedy made a powerful point	  with nothing more than a
(click) simple re-‐arrangement	  of the words, and the (click) eliminaOon of
1 word. He re-‐used the words in a new way to create a new meaning.
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President	  Kennedy called a naOon to acOon with only 9 different	  words.
So, how many core vocabulary words does a student	  need?
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The Global Language Monitor esOmated that	  on January 1, 2015, there
were one million, thirty thousand, four hundred and seventy-‐five point	  
three (1,030,475.3) words in the English language. Fortunately, for most	  
English language speakers, you do not	  need to master all one million plus
words to converse and write effecOvely.
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David Crystal, a linguist	  and world-‐renown expert	  on the English
language, esOmates that	  a person starOng school at the age of 6 knows
5,000 to 6,000 words; a person without	  a formal educaOon knows about	  
35,000 words; a high-‐school educated person knows around 50,000
words; and a college-‐educated person knows 50,000 to 75,000 words.
Let’s say that	  anyone taking this training has at least	  a high school
educaOon and knows 50,000 words.

So, of the 50,000 words that	  you know, how many words do you use in
your daily life? Do you need all of your 50,000 words to communicate
effecOvely?
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Susie Dent, lexicographer and expert	  in dicOonaries, esOmates that	  the
average acOve, speaking vocabulary of an adult	  English speaker is around
20,000 words. An acOve speaking vocabulary is defined as those words
THAT YOU CAN USE in a sentence.
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Theodor Seuss Geisel, also known at Dr. Seuss, didn’t	  even need those
many words to write two of his most	  famous books. He wrote The Cat	  
in the Hat	  with only 255 words and Green Eggs and Ham	  with only 50
words.

All of these facts are interesOng and might	  be good conversaOon starters
at a party, but	  what	  does any of this have to with selecOng vocabulary for
a student	  who needs an AAC system?
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In order to select	  a vocabulary set	  for a person who needs an AAC
system, researchers in the field of AAC have studied the vocabulary use
of people of different	  ages, cultures, and even languages. What	  they
found is good news for people who speak and write using AAC systems.
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Researchers have found that	  80 to 85% of spoken language comes from a
set	  of only 250 to 350 vocabulary words, 60% of spoken language comes
from a set	  of around 100 vocabulary words, and 40 to 50% of spoken
language comes from a set	  of only 50 vocabulary words. These numbers
reflect	  those words which linguists refer to as a language’s core
vocabulary words. They are used frequently, are common, and can be
used in versaOle ways.

All the other words are less common across different	  speakers, are used
less frequently and are less versaOle. They are called extended or fringe
vocabulary words. They represent	  only 20% of what	  you say and are
part	  of the 19,000+	  other words in your acOve speaking vocabulary.



There are published lists of core vocabulary words that	  can be used to
select	  target	  core vocabulary words for your students. These lists come
from both the field of AAC and the field of literacy. The lists of words
you need for reading and wriOng are very similar to the words you need
for speaking. If you review these lists and select	  words from them, you
will have an appropriate core vocabulary for speaking, reading, and
wriOng.



But, you don’t	  have to do all that	  work either. Many developers of
speech generaOng devices and mobile technology apps are on the core
vocabulary bandwagon. Many developers have already included core
vocabulary in their pre-‐stored vocabulary sets; however, the amount	  of
pre-‐programmed core vocabulary will vary.
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If you are using a speech generaOng device or a mobile technology app
with a student, you will need to evaluate the amount	  of core vocabulary
that	  is available to the student. If there is not	  a sufficient	  amount	  of core
vocabulary;
1.	 You can program addiOonal core vocabulary into the speech

generaOng device or app.
2.	 You can evaluate the student	  for a different	  speech generaOng

device or app that	  provides more core vocabulary; or
3.	 You can use a manual communicaOon board with core vocabulary to

supplement	  the speech generaOng device or app.
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For the purpose of the POWER:AAC project, core vocabulary lists are part	  
of the resources provided to you.
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The POWER:AAC project	  has developed a list	  of core vocabulary words.
This list	  has 200 target	  core words. These words come from a variety of
word groups, such as pronouns, verbs, and preposiOons. By providing
words from all word groups, your student	  is able to combine words to
develop his or her generaOve language skills.



If you haven’t	  already done so, please download Handout	  1: Target	  Core
Vocabulary List.
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For some of your students, a list	  of 200 core vocabulary words sounds
overwhelming. In a POWER:AAC classroom, we want	  to be on the path
towards learning a robust	  set	  of core vocabulary words, so the first	  step
on that	  path might	  be to start	  with a smaller set	  of core vocabulary
words.
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The list	  of 200 target	  core words includes a break-‐down into the top 10
words to be given to a student. These top 10 words can be used to
communicate for a variety of reasons. By giving students these simple
words, they are able to do much more than just	  ask for things. This
vocabulary list	  is a starOng point	  for students with significant	  disabiliOes
and beginning communicators.

The list	  of 200 words on Handout	  1 is also broken down into the top 20
words, top 35 words, and top 70 words.
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This table shows 60 core vocabulary words from the TouchChat	  
Pixon™60 App. This app is based on the Pixon™ Project	  50 locaOon core
board. The Pixon Project	  was an iniOaOve funded by SemanOc
CompacOon Systems and the resulOng Pixon Project	  Kit	  is a product	  of
Prentke Romich Company.

The words are color coded by semanOc groups. Yellow are pronouns,
green are acOon words, teal blue are adverbs, purple are locaOons, pink
are quesOon words, red are negaOves, blue are adjecOves, and orange
are determiners or nouns.
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The	  words	  highlighted	  in	  colors	  vary	  from	  the	  words	  selected	  for	  the	  
Pixon®60	  app.	  	  While	  there	  is	  some	  variaOon	  in	  the	  first	  50	  to	  60	  words	  
used	  by	  speaking	  people,	  most	  of	  the	  words	  in	  these	  two	  small	  
vocabulary	  sets	  are	  the	  same.	  	  	  

This table shows 40 core vocabulary words as presented in the Dynamic	  
Learning Maps (DLM™) Core Vocabulary and Communica8on training. It
is a training module in a series of trainings that	  supports teachers of
students with significant	  cogniOve disabiliOes. Sponsored by a grant	  
from the U.S. Department	  of EducaOon, Office of Special EducaOon
Programs, the Core Vocabulary and Communica8on training module is
part	  of the professional development	  efforts of the Dynamic Learning
Maps™ Alternate Assessment	  ConsorOum.
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While there is extensive, research-‐based evidence that	  people of every
age and culture use the same core vocabulary words across all of their
life acOviOes, you may sOll have members of a teaching team asking
whether or not	  a focus on the use of core vocabulary words is
appropriate for their students. This quesOon is most	  o@en asked by
teaching team members who work with students with significant	  
cogniOve disabiliOes or with students with auOsm spectrum disorders.

The answer to that	  quesOon is -‐ “yes.” A focus on core vocabulary is
appropriate for students with significant	  cogniOve disabiliOes and with
students with auOsm spectrum disorders. There is research evidence
that	  supports the use of core vocabulary with students with significant	  
cogniOve disabiliOes and with students with auOsm spectrum disorders.
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Handout	  2 of this module provides the research evidence that	  supports
that	  use of core vocabulary with individuals with significant	  cogniOve
disabiliOes, as well as individuals with auOsm spectrum disorders. If you
haven’t	  already done so, please download this handout.



More and more teachers and therapists are successfully implemenOng
core vocabulary in their classrooms. As you too choose to implement	  
core vocabulary, please listen to these final words of advice from
experienced classroom teams.
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Elizabeth, a teacher of students with severe disabiliOes, wants to remind
everyone that	  20% of what	  a person says is extended vocabulary. When
she started implemenOng core vocabulary, she forgot	  this. She didn’t	  
provide ANY extended vocabulary to her students because she thought	  
including extended vocabulary was “bad.” This is not	  true. All students
need some extended vocabulary. Just	  be careful to keep your balance.
The words you want	  your students to use during a lesson should be
about	  80% core and 20% extended.
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Sarah, a teacher of students with auOsm spectrum disorders, wants to
remind everyone that	  core vocabulary is used by students who are
thought	  to have primarily “concrete” language. When she started
implemenOng core vocabulary, colleagues suggested that	  her students
couldn’t	  learn to use core vocabulary. She was encouraged to focus on
nouns for naming and requesOng. But	  she decided to try, starOng with a
small set	  of 12 core words. When her students were successful using
those words, she increased that	  number to 30 core words, and then 50
core words. Today, her students conOnue to learn core vocabulary
words.
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Andrew, a teacher of students with severe, mulOple disabiliOes, wants to
remind everyone that	  core vocabulary is not	  an acOvity in your daily
schedule, like morning circle Ome or snack. And it	  is not	  a kind of
therapy done by the speech-‐language pathologist. Working on core
vocabulary is not	  limited to one acOvity per day and is not	  the sole
responsibility of the speech-‐language pathologist. Throughout	  his
classroom day and in all lessons and acOviOes, Andrew is modeling,
teaching and using core vocabulary. His classroom assistants and
everyone else on the teaching team is focused on the use of core
vocabulary.
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BriQany, a speech-‐language pathologist	  serving students in a special
school, wants to remind everyone that	  giving students access to a good
sized set	  of core vocabulary is beQer than giving them too liQle core
vocabulary. At	  her school, they had iniOally decided to only use 8 core
vocabulary words and students had to show mastery of those words
before addiOonal words were taught. Everyone thought	  giving them 50
core words was “too much.” But	  what	  they discovered was that	  a small
bank of core words limited the amount	  of modeling they could provide
to their students. Plus, with only 8 words, their students didn’t	  have
enough words to really pracOce language. More core words were
needed for everyone to do more talking.
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To conclude this secOon on SelecOng Core Vocabulary, please take a
couple of minutes to watch these two YouTube videos.
The video enOtled “The Language Stealers” is humorous, while
demonstraOng the power of core vocabulary. The second video will
show you how life saving it	  is for people who have the ability to
communicate with core vocabulary.

Once you are done watching these videos, conOnue with this module.



You are encouraged, following this module, to apply what	  you have
learned.
Please start	  by reviewing the vocabulary that	  you have provided for your
students in their AAC systems. Compare the core vocabulary that	  they
have available to them to the target	  core vocabulary suggested for use in
the POWER:AAC classroom. Hopefully, you will find that	  you are already
providing your students with a sufficient	  amount	  of core vocabulary.
But, if that	  is not	  true, then develop, with your teaching team, a plan for
increasing core vocabulary that	  is provided to your students. It is
recommended that	  you develop a list	  of long-‐term target	  core
vocabulary for your school or classroom. Break that	  list	  into incremental
steps for students at various levels of language development.
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Please complete the post-‐test	  for this module.
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